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The Beijing Machinery Automation Service Co., Ltd. has been operating in China for over 10 years and our stuff  is 
experienced and specialized  on the job with more than 35 years experience in important European companies.       

BMAS, during this rough time, keeps being available on Chinese territory . Foreign interventions outside of 
China will be temporarily suspended due to the world's health emergency .                                

We are experienced on:  
Grinding machines, milling machines, Turn machines , automatic assembly machines and all automatic machineries   
that involve the use of PLC and NC system. 
We have also installed various/different types of machines and follow after sales service :                                           
Press machines , Laser machines , Forming machines , Extrusion-blow moulding machines.  
 

On the machines listed above we can provide : 
    Maintenance and technical updating modifications of the main machines tools: 

  Our staff department is specialized with the complete retrofitting of the main machines tools, making particular  
  and personalized adjustments and modifications.  

    Technical assistance  : 
  Our constant commitment is to satisfy as soon as possible the technical assistance requests of  our customers, 
  aware of the importance of  having a motionless machine.. 

    Installation : 
  We can install all kind of machine . 

     Relocation : 
  We can also provide to relocate the machine  

    Sales : 
         Since this year , we have also started to follow our Italian customer regarding sales  

 
We are able to supply a complete service for: 

- Machine onboard electrical/mechanical plant  
- PLC software PLC  
- NC software NC  
- Service   
- Maintenance  
- Machines displacement 
- Reconditioning ,Retrofit ,Rebuild Machines 

 
We can also provide :  
   Electrical spare parts (original) – Mechanical spare parts (original) –  
   Expensive components fixing.  
We have also a small workshop and office in Ningbo , fully equipped 
for for repairs and construction of small automatic assembly line .       
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